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FURNITURE

SOURCES
1. Spot Tables from Samuelson Furniture

2. Flo Desk from MASHstudios

Introduced as part of the brand’s newly launched Phorm Collection, Samuelson Furniture’s Spot

The Flo Desk is a new quick-ship sit-stand desk with an adjustable height that allows users

Tables are versatile in size with an outer shell that is available in any color or sheen. Eccentric in

to go from sitting to standing with a smooth push of a button. Designed in response to an in-

shape, the Spot Tables are round with curvaceous openings serving as a distinctive design ac-

creased demand for movement in the workplace, the new desking solution blends flexibility with

cent. The inner area of the tables is customizable and can be built in a variety of ways, making

a spacious surface and stylish form. Part of the READYMADE line, a collection of smart office

each table unique to the space in which it is placed.

furniture from MASHstudios that blends convenience and good design, the Flo Desk features a

samuelsonfurniture.com

matte laminate surface made with a 1-inch Baltic Birch plywood core, paired with a cold rolled
steel metal frame, finished in smooth matte black.

3. Ascend from DeskMakers

mashstudios.com

Offering a range of heights, Ascend casegoods allow end users to transition from sitting to
standing within seconds and keeps them moving throughout the day. Ascend can be specified
as a freestanding piece or as part of a desk configuration and is offered in a variety of sizes for
desks, returns and credenzas with multiple storage options for exceptional flexibility. The collection is intended to easily coordinate with the entire family of DeskMakers products so it can be
mixed and matched while ensuring a sense of design continuity. Additionally, modesty panels
vary from light and airy to substantial to match virtually any decor.
deskmakers.com

4. POPSTAR from Buster +
Punch
Handcrafted in Europe, the
POPSTAR gin furniture piece is
made from white oak or black
oak. Its interior is crafted with a
quilted back panel in gray berry
silk and black leather. The lift-up
hatch closes for extra surface
space while the glass front
displays spirits. Accented with
custom brass details, the bar
features a signature knurled light
fitting and a pair of brass knobs.
The POPSTAR bar is a scaleddown alternative to the ROCKSTAR bar for more compact form
and function.
busterandpunch.us
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5. Rise from Allsteel
Inspired by the natural ways people gather and share ideas, Rise is a newly expanded seating collection that aims to create comfortable seating solutions in a group of non-traditional
furniture. Designed by IDA Design and Rainlight Design Studio, the modular seating collection
presents a solution to maximize the productivity, relevance and versatility of any environment.
Rise features a range of different solutions, including a chaise, 120-degree corner seat, arm
perch, soft wall, ottoman and a half-width ottoman to create customized configurations.
allsteeloffice.com
6. Turn and Learn from Ferco Seating
Due to its swivel technology, the Turn and Learn educational seating system creates
an environment where collaborative learning can flourish through suggestive face-to-face and
eye-to-eye contact for group work. An ideal hybrid solution to didactic and active styles of
learning, Turn and Learn mirrors the workplace industry where tasks are oftentimes conducted
collaboratively or alone.
fercoseating.com
7. 227 Range from Wilkhahn
The 227 Range is a task chair range that marries simple design with comfort. It’s an ideal
choice for commercial spaces like customer support and meeting areas, or cross-over spaces

On the 50th anniversary of the design, Fritz Hansen introduces the Lily chair in sculptural

like dining tables and home offices. With its four-star base and slender figure, the chair looks

walnut veneer with chromed legs. Lily was designer Arne Jacobsen’s last chair design and

compact and lightweight. The contours of the seat shell, armrests and base frame coordinate

resembles a lily flower with open petals. The Lily 50th Anniversary Edition is available with or

with each other smoothly, making it easy to combine the chair with a variety of table shapes.

without armrests and the interior veneer layers are beech wood. Every chair has a special

Other features include optional black armrests and the choice of glides or casters.

anniversary tag mounted under its seat. ➤

wilkhahn.com/en-us

fritzhansen.com/en-US

8. Lily from Fritz Hansen
interiorsandsources.com
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